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PARCO FURNITURE GROUP
Broberg & Ridderstråle

The furniture group consists of stylish and generous furniture of high quality that gives a light 

impression. The curved shape makes them both comfortable and functional. The series is 

available in a variety of models and variants that can be mixed and matched to create 

customized seating arrangements. A swivel function and armrests are available, as an accessory 

for the seating furniture. Each piece is made to be mounted directly to the ground to provide 

permanent fixtures in the landscape, public spaces or private courtyards.

Se individual dimensions for each part of the 

furniture group. 

Ö19-26 Parco backed bench

Ö19-27 Parco bench

Ö19-21 Parco stool 

Ö 19-23 Parco stool with swivel function

Ö19-20 Parco armchair

Ö19-20/30 + Ö19-20 = Parco armchair with table top 

+ Parco armchair (orders together)

Ö19-22 Parco swivelchair

Ö19-18 Parco longe chair

Ö19-19 Parco lounge chair with swivel function

Ö19-25 Parco rectangular table

Ö19-24/66 Parcoround table Ø66 

Ö19-24/123 Parco round table Ø123 cm

Ö19-28/66 Parco bartable round

Ö19-15 Parco bartable rectangular

Ö19-16 Parco conferense table

Ö19-29 Parco child seat
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Ö1923B Bar stool med swivel function

Ö1921B Bar stool

The tables are fully assembled. The seating requires 

easy assembly with four M10 x 16 bolts provided. 

Suites of furnitures with tables in different models / 

sizes, backed bench, bench, armchair, stool, bar 

stool, high/standing table, conference table, lounge 

chair, armchair with hanging table and child seat.

Available with swivel function or fixed, ground 

mounted or fastening (with foot plate).

Available in clear-lacquered pine or FSC-certified 

Jatoba wood. A choice of standard colours is 

available for an extra cost. 

Clear-lacquered pine or oiled FSC-certified Jatoba 

wood. All metal parts are made from zinc-

electroplated, powder-coated steel available in 

choice of standard colors: red RAL 2001 or grey RAL 

7022 or RAL 9006. The wood can be colored in NCS 

S 8000-N or NCS S 2070-Y70R. 

The seating side supports, crossbar and base plate 

are made in laser-cut sheet steel. 

S = Swivel 

A = Armrests 

M = Provided with legs extended 

N = Provided with base that bolts to the ground

GG = Steel powder-coated dark grey RAL 7022 with 

wood painted NCS S 8000-N

RR = Steel red RAL 2001, wood NCS S 2070-Y70R

VJ = Steel RAL 9006 with Jatoba wood.

CJ= color free of choice + jatoba wood.

C= color free of choice

Ground mounted or fastening (with foot plate).

Scratches can be repainted with alkyd oil enamel. 

Wood should be oiled regularly.

The furniture group consists of stylish and generous 

furniture of high quality that can be mixed and 

matched to create customized seating 

arrangements.



For 40 years, Nola Industrier has developed and honed ideas, products and visions for urban spaces. 
We collaborates with Sweden’s leading designers and architects from concept to manufacture, with 
sustainable production taking place exclusively in Sweden. Nola stands for quality, aesthetic and 
sustainable design over time. We make urban environments a little bit more beautiful, and a whole lot 
easier to live in.
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